Friday 29 May – Friday 5 June 2020 (1 week)
Total Knowledge and the great thinkers
and leaders throughout the ages

with Raja Peter and Professor Ken Chandler
This course offers a feast of inspiration through connecting Maharishi’s knowledge with the
insights of the greatest visionaries of all time. Dr Ken Chandler brings out the fruits of 40 years of
profound research guided by Maharishi, which reveals how the teachings of the great thinkers,
philosophers, spiritual leaders, and other luminaries throughout the ages not only reflect the
same vision but bring fresh insight through unique and original expressions.
The course was first offered to great acclaim at Maharishi International University last summer
and has now been further developed and enriched. It will be structured around the 12 faculties of
the Total Knowledge chart – education, health, agriculture, economy, administration, defence, etc.
– showing how Maharishi’s vision of ideal life in all these important areas fulfils the aspirations of
the wise throughout the ages.
Dr Chandler highlights the universality of the experience of transcending and transcendental
consciousness amongst the greatest thinkers and leaders. He shows how the practice of
transcending makes Total Knowledge available to everyone and how Maharishi’s method of
transcending is the ground of universal valid knowledge. Dr Chandler will make available to course
participants proof copies of several of his books, including Veda and Greece, The Renaissance to
Kant and The Enlightened Jesus through Amazon, at a special reduced rate.
Henry David Thoreau wrote of his experience: “Direct your eye right inward, and you’ll find
a thousand regions in your mind, yet undiscovered. … We are clarified and calmed…and become like a still
lake of purest crystal and without an effort our depths are revealed to ourselves.” We can “be a Columbus
to whole new continents and worlds within.”
Call or email for more details of online booking. Course fee: including accommodation and catering:
Standard ensuite room single £755, shared p/p £565; Exec room single £895, shared p/p £675
Special £50 scholarship available for all new Meditators within their first year of Transcendental Meditation®

Comments from people who took the course last summer at Maharishi
International University, USA:
“We learned how Pure Knowledge dwells within mankind throughout the ages, always ready to
burst forth and provide the basis for great discoveries and inspiration. … Even in the darkness,
there is a penetrating stream of light ready to unfold." – E.M.
"Dr Chandler put together a survey of great thinkers from the West from such a unique
perspective. His passion for the subject was inspiring and contagious. Raja Peter’s every word
was of the highest value, as always." – M.D.S.
"This course was a thrill of knowledge and expansion of awareness of the universality of
Maharishi's Vedic knowledge. In the course we witnessed an awakening of world consciousness
to its own deepest heritage through Dr Ken Chandler's life work. Thank you Ken, and thank you
Raja Peter!" – David Orme-Johnson

Raja Peter
Dr Peter Warburton is Chief Executive of Maharishi Foundation, UK, as
well as several other nations. He has a doctorate in Supreme Political
Science from Maharishi University of World Peace. His thesis included the
elaborate displays of Total Knowledge charts which he worked on under
Maharishi’s guidance. In 1971, Raja Peter graduated with a Masters
degree in Social and Political Sciences from Cambridge University. He
then became a teacher of TM and started working directly with Maharishi
continuously for the next 36 years. During that time, Maharishi tutored
Raja Peter personally to bring out the specific curriculum of Total
Knowledge — Maharishi’s Vedic Science — which Raja Peter has been
doing so inspiringly since 2008. At the same time Raja Peter is also
developing the application of Total Knowledge in new directions that
Maharishi specified, as we see in our ongoing course calendar in the
Maharishi Peace Palace.

Professor Ken Chandler
Dr Ken Chandler holds a PhD in philosophy from the University of Texas
at Austin. He is Distinguished Professor Emeritus at Maharishi
University of Management and was formerly the chair of the
Department of the Science of Creative Intelligence. He is currently
investigating the experience of pure consciousness described in the
great classics of philosophy, science, literature, and religion in the East
and West. For forty years he has been investigating the experience of
pure consciousness in the writings of the most illustrious men and
women of history. His books will be available on Amazon soon.

